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This report represents the development of a computer pro­
gram for a preliminary analysis of the relative motion of a "free 
flying" experiment module in the vicinity of a Space Station under 
the perturbative effects of drag and earth oblateness. A listing 
of a computer program developed for determining the relative 
motion of a module utilizing the Cowell procedure is presented, 
as well as instructions for its use. 
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In this decade, large, semi-permanent, manned space stations will be 
launched. These stations will provide the facilities to study and understand 
the nature of space as well as the bases for continuously observing the earth 
and its atmosphere. Experiment modules containing laboratory facilities will 
operate either attached to the stations or detached or "free flying, " depending 
on requirements of the experiments. 
This study was undertaken to develop a computer program to analyze 
the relative motion of an experiment module and a space station as they travel 
in orbit. The program considers a specific case in which the module operates 
in a "free flying" mode near the space station. Program capability is not 
limited to this specific application, however, as the program can be used 
in any situation in which the relative motion of two vehicles in nearly the same 
orbit is desired. For example, "booster-spacecraft" separations can be 
examined. 
In developing the computer program, two approaches for examining re­
lative motion appear: (1) a simplified approach, in which only two-body or 
Keplerian motion of the module and the station are considered, and (Z) a more 
realistic approach in which are considered deviations in the motion of both 
vehicles due to the atmosphere and shape of the central body and external 
forces (such as those of the gravity of the sun and moon, and the sun's radia­
tion pressure). The program as developed in the study contains only the per­
turbative forces of the earth's shape and its atmosphere. A simple two-body 
(central force field) relationship could depict the motion of both vehicles, and 
integrating the force equations would lead to, in both instances, simple ellipti­
cal orbits, the planes of which are fixed in inertial space. The real earth is 




not spherical, however, and it does have an atmosphere, both of which cause 
perturbations to the Keplerian motion. 
A preliminary on-orbit sequence for the station and module which has 
been proposed is to: (1) detach the module from the station, (2) use a propil­
sive maneuver to achieve a higher orbit and (3) circularize the module's orbit 
at some predetermined height above the station. The module is then in its 
"stationkeeping" position. In this mode, the module is in an orbit nearly 
identical to that of the station, differing only in height. It will be assumed in 
the analysis that the module has been placed in the "stationkeeping position. " 
Referring to Fig. 1, this position is shown as location A. Under the combined 
action of drag and oblateness, the gross motion of the module, relative to the 
station, is depicted in Fig. 1. Due to a larger semi-major axis, which results 
in a slower angular rate, the module initially falls behind the station. The 
larger area-to-mass ratio of the module results in a greater drag force on the 
module than on the station, resulting in loss of altitude by the module. The 
above series of events causes.the module to move from position A to position 
B. As the module continues to lose altitude, it reaches position C. At this 
point, which is the maximum recession distance, the module and the station 
are at the same altitude. As it continues to lose altitude, the velocity of the 
module relative to the station increases; it moves to position D, and finally 
catches up to the station (position E). The-module will pass the station unless 
some maneuver is initiated to return it to its initial position (position A). 
In subsequent sections of the document are derived, the coordinates of 
the module relative to the station, perturbation techniques applicable to the 
program, and a detailed description of the station-module program. 
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COORDINATE SYSTEM FOR EXPRESSING RELATIVE MOTION 
A coordinate system which has its origin at the station and moves with the 
station is used. 
In Fig. 2, the positive Yl-axis is along the radius vector to the station from 
the center of the earth pointing away from earth, the positive Zl-axis is in the 
direction of the angular momentum vector of the station's orbit and the positive 
Xl-axis is in a direction such as to form a right handed coordinate system. 
Referring to Fig. 3, assume unit vectors 1, J, P, having the directions of 
the positive X, Y, Z, axes of a three-dimensional rectangular earth-centered 
system. Assume the position and velocity vectors of both the station and the 
module are known in this system. Thus given, 
R S X Si+Y + S k 
__ A A^ 
R :kXi+ Ymj k 
m mi m m 
"
V kI+ 3 kk m m m m 
where R s and V s are the radius vector and velocity vector of the space station 
and R , V are the radius vector and velocity vector of the module. 
m m 
The angular momentum vector of the station orbit is given by 
H R xV 
s S s 
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The distance z of the module above or below the plane of the station is given by 
where cosqi = Hs Rm/HI R 
thus z = H/s
S R InS' 
The'magnitude of the projection of the module's position vector onto the 
station'splane is given by 
BA R cos (90 -qP) = R sin9 
Taking Rm x Hs results in a vector Q which lies in the station's plane and is 
perpendicular to R' 
m 
The angle e between the Q vector and the station's position vector Rs
 
is given by 
cos@ = R Q/R Q 
Thus the module's x-distance and y-distance can be found by 
x = R' sin (90 -e)= R' cos6 
= 
y = ' cos (9o9)- J'R R' sin8-I s 
As a matter of convention, all positive results will indicate the module to be 
behind station, higher than or above plane of station; for example, refer to 
Fig. 3, where the x, y, z distances are shown, x is negative, y is negative, 
and z is positive. The derivations are not restricted to coplanar orbits. 
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METHODS OF COMPUTING RELATIVE MOTION 
In Section 2, the coordinates of the module relative to the station were 
derived referenced to a rectangular coordinate system. A method is now 
needed to compute these coordinates continuously, including drag and oblate­
ness perturbations. 
Two basic classes of methods or perturbation are available: "special 
perturbations" and "general perturbations. " In "special perturbations, " ac­
celerations of the disturbed body are integrated by using numerical techniques. 
Consequently, these methods generate a particular orbit for a particular dis­
turbed body, for particular initial conditions. The methods are ideally suited 
for calculating orbits having limited duration. Utilizing a step-by-step pro­
cess, the perturbed orbit is continuously determined. The methods of special 
perturbations are usually classified according to the formulation of the equa­
tions to be integrated. Two examples of these formulations are Cowell's 
method and Encke' s method. The main drawback of special perturbations is 
that errors accumulate from truncation and roundoff. Truncation error results 
from the difference between the exact solution of the difference equations 
which approximate the differential equations themselves, whereas the round­
off error results from the difference between the computed and the exact solu­
tions of the difference equations. In numerical integration these errors are 
difficult to control. 
General, perturbations are concerned with analytical methods in which 
the accelerations are expanded into series and integrated term by term. These 
methods -result in solutions to the equations of motion in the form of symbolic 
formulas which express the sought-for quantities as explicit functions of either 
time, constants of the problem or constants of integration. Examples of these 
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formulations are the "variation of coordinates" and "variation of parameters" 
(usually orbital). The methods of general perturbations are ideally suited for 
the prediction of orbits extending over many periods. The main disadvantage 
of such methods is that most contain terms for the effects of the disturbing 
potential but do not include the effects of drag, or if drag is included, it is a 
simplified drag model. Atmospheric density is generally expressed only as 
a simple exponential function of altitude and in some formulations, is applied 
to the drag equation only at perigee. 
A "variation of parameter" (general perturbations) formulation was selected 
from Ref. 1 and applied to a representative station-module example case. The 
equations were quite similar to those of Kozai (Ref. 2). Singularities in the 
equations occur for equatorial orbits, circular orbits, and orbits at the critical 
inclination. The results from the test case indicated that for perturbed motion, 
where information from point to point along the perturbed orbits is needed (time 
intervals of five minutes were used), general perturbation methods are not 
accurate enough for studying the relative motion between two vehicles in nearly 
the same orbit. Results from the test case are discussed in Section 5. Equations 
are presented in Appendix B. 
The Cowell (special perturbation) formulation was selected to generate 
the geocentric rectangular coordinates of the station and the module. From 
these coordinates, the relative coordinates of the module can be determined 
as outlined in Section 2. 
A numerical integration scheme is usedto integrate the total acceleration equ­
ations inthe Cowell formulation. The method is straightforward, and makes no 
distinction between the disturbing accelerations and the two-body (central body) 
accelerations. As a result, many significant figures must be carried in a manner 
thatthe disturbingaccelerations are not overshadowed by the central body accelera­
tion in the numerical integration procedure. A small integration step size (30 
seconds for this analysis) should be used to minimize the truncation error. 
However, with a small integration step size and a large number of steps, the 
6 
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influence of round-off error will be prominent. Thus, this procedure is re­
stricted to calculation of orbits having a duration of only a few days. 
The numerical integration of the equations of the Cowell formulation is 
performed by a fourth order Runge-Kutta numerical procedure. The equations 
of the Cowell formulation are given in Appendix A. 
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THE STATION-MODULE PROGRAM 
4.1 DISCUSSION 
A program incorporating the Cowell formulation to compute the relative 
motion of the station and module was developed in double precision for the 
Univac 1108 (Exec 8) computer system. The two-body relative motion, as well 
as the perturbed relative motion, is determined in the program. The effect 
of the gravitational zonal harmonics through the fourth (J 4 ) are considered. The 
density values for the drag perturbations are computed by the MSFC Modified 
Jacchia Model Atmosphere (1967) which is recommended in Ref. 3. 
4.2 INPUT 
Initial input to the Station-Module (STA-MOD) program needed to execute 
-the program successfully are the semi-major axis, eccentricity, inclination, 
ascending node, argument of perigee and true anomaly of the station and the 
module. This information is input on the first two input cards, respectively. 
The elements are then transformed to position and velocity coordinates in a 
geocentric rectangular coordinate system for use in the Cowell scheme. The 
ballistic coefficients (CDA/m) of the station and module respectively, needed 
for use in the drag calculations, are input on the third card. 
Control of the integration step size in the Cowell scheme, cutoff time,
 
and print time is inserted on input Card 4.
 
The Modified Julian Date at which the initial orbital elements were
 
determined is input on Card 5. This date is necessary for use in the Jacchia
 
density model to determine the semi-annual variation of density.
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Atmospheric density is affected to a great extent by variable solar 
activity and geomagnetic activity. Consequently it must be corrected to 
account for these phenomena. The index of solar activity, the 10.7 cm 
decimetric flux, isinput as a function of the year to be utilized in the density 
calculation. The total number of solar'flux values and corresponding year 
values are input on Card 6,whereas their values are input on Card 7. The 
georhagnetic activity index, Ap, is an average value determined within the 
program based on the value of the solar flux. 
Plots of the perturbed orbital elements of the station and module, the 
perturbed coordinates of the module relative to the station, the two-body re­
lative coordinates of the module, and the deviation of module coordinates 
from two-body behavior are available. 
Table 1 gives the input cards necessary to execute the program; Table 
2 illustrates a 1108 run request with instructions for plots. 
A complete program listing is given in Appendix C. 
4.3 OUTPUT 
Table 3 gives an example of the output from the STA-MOD program. In 
the first block of data the orbital elements of the station PNUIS, true anomaly, 
AIPS, semi-major axis, EIPS, eccentricity, FXNCPS, inclination, CAPWS, 
ascending node, SMAWS, argument of perigee, MEANPS, mean anomaly are 
given. The time in minutes,TTIMEM, and time in days,TTIMED, are also 
shown. 
In the second-block of data are given the corresponding elements for the 
module: PNUIM, AIPM, EIPM, FINCPM, CAPWM, SMAWM, and MEANPML 
Time for the module and station is the same. 
In the third and final block for a given time is the relative distance, in 
kilometers, of the module fromthe station in the x-direction, DELTAX; the 
y-direction, DELTAY; and the Z-direction, DELTAZ. The deviation in the 
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relative motion of the module from two-body relative motion is shown next. 
The deviation is given with respect to the three coordinate distances. They 
are DEVX, DEVY, and DEVZ. A new block of data begins after this block. 
Computer plots of the orbital elements and relative motion plots of the 
modules are obtained as an output. Examples of the plots are given in 
Section 5. 
The output shown in Section 5 (Table 3) was generated by the first two 
input data cards shown in the program listing. 
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
To illustrate the functional ability of the program, results of representa­
tive station module cases are presented. 
For the first case, the effects of drag were not considered and a non­
circular orbit was chosen. An orbit of this type was selected so that results 
of using Koelle' s general perturbation equations and the Cowell.special per­
turbation technique could be compared. There is no provision in Koelle' s 
equations for drag effects and there is a breakdown in the computations for 
circular orbits. 
The initial orbital elements are: 
Station Module 
a 7642.45 764Z.655 











The module is initially .185 krn above the station. The stations initial 
perigee altitude is 500 km (270 nmi.). 
Figures 4 through Fig. 24 depict the results for the above case in which 
the Cowell special perturbation formulation was used. The time period used 
(900 minutes) was completely arbitrary. Figures 4, 5, and 6 show the module's 
x, y and z relative distances versus time, respectively. Figure 7 shows the 
y-relative distance versus the x-relative distance. This is the view of the 
LA 
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module in the plane of the station as viewed from the station. In Figs. 4, 5 and 
6 the short period variations are quite evident. 
Figures 8, 9 and 10 depict the variation frbm two-body behavior of the 
module's relative coordinates. It can be seen that, for this orbit and over the 
time period given, this variation grows to one on the order of 100 meters for 
the x-relative coordinate and y-relative coordinate, but of a magnitude of 10 
meters for the z coordinates. Since for two-body motion, no motion exists out 
of plane, Figs. 10 and 6 are identical. Figures 11 through Z4 show the perturbed 
orbital elements of the station and the module. 
Figures 25 through 45 represent results for the same case as above using 
Koelle's general perturbation equations. Figures 25, 26 and 27 show the modules 
x, y, and z relative distances versus time. Figure 7 gives a view of the module's 
motion in the plane of the station. When these plots are compared with the 
corresponding plots generated by using Cowell' s formulation, good agreement 
is found between the y and z relative distances. In Fig. 25 the x-relative coor­
dinate (Koelle' s equations) appears to have an additional periodic variation super­
posed on the "known" short period variation. Many procedures were instituted 
in an effort to remove this additional wiggle, but to no avail. Figure 28 and 
Fig. 7, depicting the motion in the station plane, do not agree, because Koelle' s 
x-distance does not match Cowell's x-distance values. 
The deviations from two-body behavior (Figs. Z9, 30 and 31) agree fairly 
well with Cowell corresponding plots (Figs. 8, 9, 10) only with the deviation from 
two-body behavior in the z-relative coordinates. The Koelle's plots (Fig. 29 
and 30) do not agree in form or magnitude. Figures 32 through 45 depict the 
perturbed orbital elements of the station and module. It should be remembered 
that only the perturbative effects of oblateness were considered in the orbit 
discussed above.: 
As an additional example in which drag effects are included, the initial 
conditions of the station and module (Table 4) were considered. The station 
is 500 km (270 n.ni.) above the earth and the module is .15Z km (500 ft) above the 
12 
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station. The ballistic parameter of the module (CDA/M) is 2.5 times that of 
the station. The drag coefficient has been taken to be Z.Z. Since the date of 
the initial conditions is a future one, the solar activity index, FTENB, will 
be a predicted value based on mean of past values. Results to be presented 





Parameter Station Module 
Semi-major Axis, a 6878.556 km 6878.7084 km 
Eccentricity, e 0.0 0.0 
Inclination, i 30.0 deg 30.0 deg

Ascending Node, fl 0.0 deg 0.0 deg

Argument of Perigee, e 0.0 deg 0.0 deg

True Anomaly, v 0.0 deg _ 0.0 deg Z
 
Ballistic Parameter, C DA/rn 0.0082 m/kg 0.0205 m /g
 
DATE: MAY 1, 1980
 
The example isa "loop case" where the module falls behind the station
 
and subsequently catches up. Figure 46 depicts behavior under the example
 
conditions, and shows the module leading the station after approximately
 
3750 minutes. Figure 47,show the y-relative coordinate. The magnitude of
 
the fluctuation about a mean value appears to increase as the module falls
 
below the station. The z-relative coordinate, Fig. 48, tend to fluctuate about
 
the station's plane, returning to this plane inthe same terms as ittakes the
 
module to complete its loop. Figure 49 illustrates the loop.
 
Note that this example was taken, in total, from Ref. 4. The Ref. 4
 
analysis indicated that the maximum recession distance would be (27.8 km)
 
(15n.mi.) and that the time inthe "far-out loop" would be 4.63 days. 
The 1959
 
ARDC Density Module, with corrections for solar activity, was used to com­
pute density values. The MSFC Modified Jacchia Model Atmosphere (1967) was
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Figure 50 shows the y-relative distance vs. x-relative distance results 
utilizing the Earth Orbital Decay program (Ref. 5). This program utilizes a 
first-order variation of parameters technique, in which, the short period 
variations have been averaged out, The result is that which would be obtained 
if a mean line were drawn through the results in Fig. 49. The time for the 
"far-out loop" from this procedure was 2.75 days. The Jacchia model was 
used in this procedure also. 
The results of the program indicate that the program can be used to 
investigate-the behavior of an experiment module or any other vehicle relative 
to another moving vehicle. The disparity between the general perturbation 
scheme and the special perturbation scheme should be resolved. In addition, 
the addition of some type of propulsive capability would be extremely helpful 
for program flexibility. 
Accuracies or inaccuracies which could be incurred when utilizing the 
program were not determined. 
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Table 1 
STA-MOD PROGRAM INPUT 
Input 
Card Program Symbol -Definition 
No. 
1 	 AiPS, EIPS, FINCPS, Semi-major axis (km), eccentricity,
 
CAPWS, SMAWS, inclination (deg), ascending node (deg),
 
PNUIS argument of perigee (deg), and true
 
anomaly of station (6EIZ. 8) 
2 	 AIPM, EIPM Semi-major axis (km), eccentricity,
 
FINCPM, CAPWM, inclination (deg), ascending node (deg),
 
SMAWM, PNUIM argument of perigee (deg), and true
 
anomaly (deg) of module (6EIZ. 8) 
3 CDAS, CDAM 	 Ballistic coeffipjent of station and
 
module (meter /kg) (ZElZ. 8)
 
4 	 DT, TCUT, NP Integration step size (sec) for Cowell 
method, cutoff time (hr), number of 
DT 's (integer) per print interval (print­
out will occur every DT x NP seconds) 
(ZEIZ. 8, 13) 
5 XJD 	 Modified Julian date at which initial
 
orbital elements for the station and
 
module were given (EIZ. 8)
 
6 K 	 An integer which specifies the total
 




7 	 FTENB Table of 81-daypnean valges of the .70LQ cm. 
solar flux (10 watts/m , cyl/sec). For 
future flights, predicted values are input. 
The values are loaded in the order FTENB, 
decimal year, FTENB, decimal year, etc. 
up to 100 values and the corresponding 
year may be loaded 
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Table Z 
UNIVAC 1108 INSTRUCTIONS FOR PLOTS 
1108 RUN REQUEST & INSTRUCTIONS 4 
NAME (LAST & INITIAL) OP JOh PROD # 
BIHU BLDG# RUN-ID RUN 
io,t-Ais15C L)urt SC- I/ OF 
EST, CPU RUN TIME CORE SIZE PUNCH 1 COMPILE 
M EXECUTE 
....... RS. .1.'MINS. .52.. C SORT 
[ LANGUAGE MAX. 0 SPECIAL FORMS 
I II F0.1- PAGESSEXEC VIII / 3co TYPE COPIES 
DOES THIS JOB HAVE A RESTART PROCEDURE? M YES C1 NO 
INPUT TAPES OUTPUT TAPES ONLYO G 

REEL NO. FILE NAME UNIT REEL NO. FILE NAME L UNIT 
PROGRAMMER COMMENTS& 
C3OVER 
MIC12O FILM ICOPIES COYFOOPER. WMIT. 
IFIL AME1 P COP " SEG.#Fi FL 
OPERATOR COMMENTSt C SEE TECH. C3 SEE OPtR. 
Marc . Form acto (Roy August 19i9) C3 OVER 
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I Relative Motion of Module as Seen From Space Station 19 
2 Relative Coordinate System 20 
3 Rectangular Earth-Centered System 21 
4 Modules X-Relative Position (km) vs Time (min) Z2 
5 Modules y-Relative Position (km) vs Time (min) 23 
6 Modules z-Relative Position (km) vs Time (min) Z4 
7 Modules y-Relative Position (km) vs Modules x-Relative 
Position (kn)- Motion in Station's Plane Z5 
8 Deviation in Modules x -Relative Position from Two-Body 
Relative x-Position (meters) vs Time (min) Z6 
9 Deviation in Modules y-Relative Position from Two-Body 
Relative y-Position (meters) vs Time (min) Z7 
10 Deviation in Modules z-Relative Position from Two-Body 
Relative z-Position (meters) vs Time (min) Z8 
11 Stations Semi-Major Axis (km) vs Time (min) 29 
12 Stations Eccentricity vs Time (min) 30 
13 Stations Inclination (deg) vs Time (min) 31 
14 Stations Ascending Node (deg) vs Time (min) 32 
15 Stations Argument of Perigee (deg) vs Time (min) 33 
16 Stations True Anomaly (deg) vs Time (min) 34 
17 Stations Mean Anomaly (deg) vs Time (min) 35 
18 Modules Semi-Major Axis (km) vs Time ,(rin) 36 
19 Modules Eccentricity vs Time (min) 37 
z0 Modules Inclination (deg) vs Time (rain) 38 
21 Modules Ascending Node (deg) vs Time (min) 39 
zz Modules Argument of Perigee (deg) vs Time (min) 40 
23 Modules True Anomaly (deg) vs Time (min) 41 
Z4 Modules Mean Anomaly (deg) vs Time (min) 42 
Z5 Modules x-Relative Position (km) vs Time (min) 
(Koelle' s Equations) 43 





26 Modules y-Relative Position 
(Koelle' s Equations) 
(kry) vs Time (nin) 
44 
27 Modules z -Relative Position (km) vs 
(Koelle' s Equations) 
Time (min) 
45 
28 Modules y-Relative Position (km) vs Modules z -Relative 
Position (km) - Motion in Stations Plane (Koelld s Equations) 46 
Z9 Deviation in Modules x-Relative Position from Two-Body 
Relative x-Position (meters) vs Time (min) (Koelle's 
Equations) 47 
30 Deviation in Modules y-Relative Position from Two-Body 
Relative y-Position (meters) vs Time (min) (Koelle's 
Equations) 48 
31 Deviation in Modules z-Relative Position from Two-Body 
Relative z-Position (meters) vs Time (rin) (Koelle' s 
Equations) 49 
3Z Statfions Semi-Major Axis 
Equations) 
(km)vs Time (min) (Koelle' s 
50 
33 Stations Eccentricity vs Time (rin) (Koelle's Equations) 51 
34 Stations Inclination (deg) vs Time (rin) (Koelle's Equations) 5Z 
35 Stations Ascending Node 
Equations) 
(deg) vs Time '(min) (Koelle' s 
53 
36 Stations Argument of Perigee (deg) vs 
Equations) 
Time (rin) (Koelle' s 
54 
37 Stations True Anomaly (deg) vs 
Equations) 
Time (rin) (-Koelle's 
55 
38 Stations Mean Anomaly (deg) 
Equations) 
vs Time (sec) (Koelle's 
56 
39 Modules Semi-Major Axis (kim) vs 
Equations) 
Time (rin) (Koelle's 
57 
40 Modules Eccentricity vs Time (rin) (Koelle's Equations) 58 
41 Modules Inclination (deg) vs Time (min) (Koelle's Equations) 59 
42 Modules Ascending Node (deg) vs 
Equations) 
Time (rin) (Koelle's 
60 
43 Modules Argument of Perigee -(deg) vs 
(Koelle' s Equations) 
Time (min) 
61 













Modules Mean Anomaly (deg) vs Time (min) (Koelle's
Equations) 
Modules x-Relative Position (kin) vs Time (min) - Loop Case 
Modules y-Relative Position (km) vs Time (min) - Loop Case 
Modules z-Relative Position (km) vs Time (min) - Loop Case 
Modules y-Relative Position (kin) vs Modules x-Relative 
Position (km) -Motion in Stations Plane 
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Table 3 
PROGRAM OUTPUT 
*-.-DESCRIPTION OF DATA OUTPUT***.*
 
STATION TRUE ANOMALY IDEGS)
STATION SENIMAJOR AXIS (KHS) 
STATION ARGUMENT or PERIGEE CDEGS) 
STATION TIME (fINS) 
STATION ECCENTRICITY 
STATION MEAN ANOMALYCDEGS) 
STATION TIME DAYS) 
STATION- INCLINATION IDEGS) - STATION LONG OF ASCENDING NODE IDEGS) 
-----MODULE TRUE ANOMALY (DIGS) .. . ....... ... . ... .......... .... .. . 
MODULE SEMI-MAJOR AXIS lKMS) 
MODULE ARGUMENT OF PERIGEE (DEGS) 
MODULE ECCENTRICITY 
MODULE MEAN ANOMALY (DEGS) 
MODULE INCLINATION {DEGS) MODULE LONG OF ASCENDING NODE (DIGS) 
DELTAX OF MODULE TO STATION 
DEVIATION OF TWO-BODY-X 
(KMS) DELTAY OF MOD TO STAT lKM) 
DEVIATION OF TWO.BODY.Y 
D£LTAZ OF MOD To STAT lKH) 
DEVIATION OF TWo-BODY.Z 
PNUIS - *1492S70,9-0S 
ALPS - *7642450+1O EIPS - .1000000OO FINCPS- .sSOnOOo02 CAPPS a .00000000 
SMAS - .J4925711-OS MEANPSS .0000000 










CAPMS * *00000000 
SMAWM * -.9S657708-OA MEANPM OO00OO0 
DELTAX -*.35562536-I DELTAY- *i8s9930+00 DELTAZ *000o0000 cc 
-
DEVX -. 35562536-1q DEVY - .18519930+o0 DEVI .0000000 








































CAPMS * -. 11386425w02 
- R 











FINCPS- .54 9a6 3 40+ 0 2 CAPWS * -.812M2531.02 
TTIMMN *IUUOU+O2 TTIMED. .69444qis-02 
























PNUIS - .58135172402 
ALPS - .7631q96+o ELIPS - .98816209-01 FINCPSS .Sq9,S792.02 CAPWS a -. 23009400-01 
SHAWS - -.'3076U0O-uj MEANPSS *4883MS89+O2 
TTIMEM- *1SO00002 TTIMED- - .oql6667-01 
































Fig. 2 - Relative Coordinate System 
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Fig. 3 - Rectangular Earth-Centered System 
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Fig. 4 - Modules X-Relative Position (krm)vs. Time (min) 
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Fig, 7 Y-Re]fative Position (kin) vs. :Modu]les X-
R el.ative Positi~on, (1cm) - :Motion in tat'ion' s Plane 
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Fig4 9 -Deviation in Modules Y-Relative Position from Two-Body 
Relative Y Position (meters) vs. Time (min) 
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Fig. 10 - Deviat ion in Modules Z-Relative Position from Two-Body 
Relative Z Position (meters) vs. Time (ram) 
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vs. Time (mini)12 - Stations EccentricityFig. 
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Fig. 15 -Stations Argumnent of Perigee (deg) vs. Time (mmn) 
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Fig. 16 - Stations True Anomaly (deg) vs. Time (mn) 
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Fig. 17 - Stations Mean Anomaly (deg) vs. Time (min) 
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Fig. 19 - Modules Eccentricity vs. Time (mini) 
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Time (min)Mean Anomaly (deg) vs. Fig. 4 - Modules 
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DELTAY .VS. TIIC 
Fig. 26 -- Modules Y-Relative Position (kin) vs. Time (mi) 
(Koelle' s Equations) 
4444 
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Fi.2 oue -Rltv oiin(kn s ie(m(Koele'sEquaions 
Fi. 7-- oulsZ-eatv Pstin(-n v.Tie(mn
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Position (kin) - Motion in Stations Plane (Koelles Equations) 
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... -. - -
Body Relative X-Position (meters) vs. Time (min)
(Koelle' s Equations) 
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Fig. 30 - Deviation in Modules Y-Relative Position from Two-
Body Relative Y Position (meters) vs. Time (min) 
(Koelle' s Equations) 
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Fig. 31 - Deviation in Modules Z-Relative Position f rom Two-Body 
Relative Z Position (meters) vs. 'Time (rai)(Koelle' s Equations) 
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STATION AXIS VS It%[ 
Fig. 32 - Stations Semi-Major Axis (kin) vs. Time (min) 
(Koelle' s Equations) 
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SAttI ICLI TIO VS t I ItF 
Fig. 34 -- Stations Inclination (deg) vs. Time (main) (Koelle' s Equations) 
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STATION ARG OF PERIGEE VS TIN 
Fig. 36 - Stations Argument of Perigee (deg) vs. Time (min) 
(Koelle' s Equations) 
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Fig. 37 --Stations- Tiue Anomaly (deg) vs. Time (min) 
(Koelle' s Equations) 
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Fi. 8 taiosMennoay de)vs Tm (sc 
(Koelle's Equations) 
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1tOIASE AXIS VS 1tE 
Fig. 39 -Modules Semi-Major Axis (kin) vs. Time (min) 
(Roelle' s Equations) 
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Fig. 42 Ascending Node (deg) vs. Time (min)-Modules 
(Koelle' s Equations) 
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Fig. 45 -Modules Mean Anomaly (deg) vs. Time (rmin) 
(l~oelle' s Equations) 
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Fig. 47 - Modules Y-Relative Position (kin) vs. Time (mintoop Case 
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TTII IN INUTES 
Fig. 48 -Modules Z-lRelative Position (kin) vs. Time (min)-loop Case 
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Position (kin) vso Modules X-RelativeFig. 49 -Modules Y-Relative 
Position (kin) -Motion in Stations Plane 
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The equations of motion to be employed are 
+ + + +CBE ZHE 3HE X4HZE XDRAG 
+ + +CBE + 2E 3HE 4HE DRAG 
=CBE + ZHE + 3HE + 4HE + DRAG 
The central body (earth) terms are 
GCB E = lu3 
CBE R3 
ZCBE R3 
The terms due to the second harmonic of the earth's potential are 
2HZ J AZ jV 2 
x - A - 2UY (I 
"° R 
5 A2HZ 9T 59 
A-1
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The terms due to the third harmonic of the earth's potential are 
3HXZ7zAH3( 
Y3HE -YZ17A E 7ZZ- 12 3"
 
SR R 3 
_ + 
The terms due to the fourth harmonic of the earth' s potential are 
" - DXAE 
X4HE 7 -2
 
Y4E- E 6 z- + 9 
- g4ZAE3DY 
PDZ AE 4 2 4 
Z4HE = 1R7 7 R 4 
The drag perturbation terms are 
DE- 3 Z­
=-CDAPV( wYl 3
XDRAG 2nm Pe ( + w)1 
-CDA p Y-tX 
YDRAG = "Zm.-P e (' " )10 
.gDA 3 
ZDRAG= m Pe 
A-Z 





wj = rotational velocity of earth's atmosphere (rad/sec)
 
mean radius of earth ellipsoid (km)A E" = 
(km 3/sec 2 ) pu = earth gravitational constant 
J, H, D = second, third, 'fourth constants of the earth potential 
function 
where 
- 6 J 3/? J2 = + 1624 x 10 




 - 5 D = -15/4 J4 = 0.795 x 10
p = atmospheric density (kg/m3) 
V = inertial velocity (km/sec)
e
 
C = dimensionless drag coefficient
D 
area (frontal) of vehicle (mi ) A = 
m = mass of vehicle (kg) 
The equations of motion (X, Y, Z) are integrated numerically using fourth­
order Runge-Kutta integration to establish the geocentric space-fixed 
velocities (X, 7, 2) and position (X, Y, Z). The units on all acceleration 
.km/secterms are 
A-3 













Given initial values of semi-major axis_ a 0 , eccentricity e o , inclination 
i., argument of perigee wo, ascending node S20, and mean anomaly M0, then 
at any given time, these orbital elements are given by 
a =a + J 3 (2 - 3sinzi) I + e2 cosv + -e cos2v + I-e3 cos3 
-
e)a(l 
2[ 3 /12\eo~v Z 
+ sini L e3 cos(-v + 2w) + e2 cos2a + e + -LeCos(v+2W) 
+Qe2) 	 cos(2v + zw)- + 2L e +jez) cos(3v + 26) 
32 	 34 21 
+ e 	 cos(4v + w) + ,-e cos(5v + Z(j) 
+ 1yjwa 	 +Q eze e 3 (Z - 3sin2 i ) cosv + Te os-v + Le'cos3v 
+ 	sinZiiteZcos('-v+2w) + 3ecosZew + 1 +111e2o 1+\ 
5 4 4 ecos(v+ 2() 
+ 5ecos(2v+ Zw) + 17 +- e2) cos(3v+ 2w) + lecos(4v+2w) 
2 	 ra 
+ Le cos(5v + Zw + 6e a P(4 - 5-sin i) i Ssne sini ( 15 sin2 i) 








+ 	 5 ae 2sis 2 1.4+ 3e2 ) F8 7sni(4 - 3sin)
 
3 Z J? .2ap(4-Sinz  s 2i) 87sni 

I-e sin (8 - 9asini) sn3w 
a 2 
+ 157) sinZi [3e cos(v + 2w) - 3cos (2v + 2w) + e cos(3v + 2w)] 
0 82 
3 e e--sin± 14 - 15 sinzi) + 5 _4 (6 - 7 sinZi) cos W 
4 - 5sin i J2 
2 z 2 
+ a e 	 5 J 5 e esi4 	+32 -f ecosisinw - I TV VSiz4\I sin 12 	 2  
x[8 - 7sin i(4 - s + 1in) sin2i(8 9sin3sin2i)] -e - i) 
w+3 jfa 2 J 1 e2 
(J 0 4 J I (4- 5sin i)nt 1 + 2[24(4 
-	 s 6 ai(8_e)j -6J 2 e ecosint 
;e 	 2 4.TJ 4 (M nt [64- Z48sin i + 196 sin 
2 4( ae 1 siz)v ~ iv 
+ e2 (72 - 252 sin i+ 189 sinti)] + ! i e 
i i 12. 1 i ( 
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e sin(Zv + ()) - e sin(3v + 2w' + sini i I e' sinvT-- ' 6 [z2\ 4 /
 
3-e. sin~v - -e sin3v - -e sin(-v + Zw) + +- -e? sin(v + Zw)

esnv-8 16 4 
+ -e sin(Zv+ Zw) + -L7 +1-9e- sn(3v+ 2w) ++4e s2(4 + 28 
2 
+-e sin(Sv + Zw + 8 J ei, 4- e - 1-(50 + 79e ) sin 116 2-) 4l15 sinai 3 
2) 4. e sini (13 - 15sin i)(14- 15sinzi)+ 5(8 + 9e)si i + 6(4 
- 5 sinzi)
 




ee2 s2.in 1 (13 - 15 sin2 i)(6 - 7 sini)]sinZ
i~2,-5 






5 J ;eD i(nIE r2 - sinEi 4 CeN
 
+±1ziJ o sin _ 
-e(26 +9e 2 ) sini] [8 - 7 sin zi(4 - 3 sinzij 
6e(4 +3ez )cosiisini 24 - 7 sinzi(S -S bzjCos(w 
4- 5ssinzi)]} (continued) 
B-3 




_6-35 5 a 1 [ si- _3eol +e') _l(8{ m2 2 4 - 5isin) 
3 








S2. 	 J) cosi nt i - (+3e (4'- 7 ii) 
+ + s(jZ p49 ) - 5 sin2 i(8 e%]) 
2 
_6 5(sn 
-jZ( cosi (v - M + esinv) - 3e sin(v + 2w)) - 3sin(2v +2 )) 
157 [43sinL+ e +_ 5__ si i( s5~i se~ sn 
- sin(3v-+ 2W)] - J{2(7 4-1-	 - 15 sin~i) 
+ .2.14 	 - 15 s 2n+ Jfz 2 +n 
IJa 	 Ja 
4- si 	 i ZL 4- 5 sin iJ) 
1 e5coti cvs 3 e coti 1O(4 +3e ) sin i 
zj 2 peo o + J32a 2 4-5sin i 4sin~i 
[8 	 *2*i4_ 3 2)] + (4 32) 
sin 2-esin 	 ) snI cos+ + 1 
2 8 - 9sin 1 +os3in 
L14 5 I 4siniJ 
[3(8 - l5sin i) + 10 sini 
B-4
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e ISJz ;)" 10+5e 2 s in g2 Jn +ITe3 J2Mo +Pn%
i-0 
Si +Z (M M + n t +e Z ( )I nZjsi 2A \ h e 1 + e 
+8 -e2 /13025 e- + 48 - e 
[i l 
2. 
14- ( - e 4)2 sin i +si i 
Z (8 40 sin~i + 35 sin i)4 e ­i8-45 J4 e' V 4] 
e;)2Z

3 e 2{(i .- sin - sinv + I sinZvJz () 
+ - esin vi- sin i -+ ei sin(v+Zw ) - sin(v- Z6) 
73 
- -
sin(3v + 2w) - wsin(4 v + 2w) - 1- e sin(5v + 2w) 
2(s(1+ e - 1 
e 4- 5 sin2i (14 - 15 sin i) 
















a = earth's equatorial radius (kin) 
e 
JZ, J3' J4' J 5 = earth's second, third, fourth and fifth geopotential 
coefficients 
= + 1082.Z8 x 10
- 6 
J3 = -Z.3 s 10
- 6 
J = -2.12 x 10 
- 6 
35 = -O.Z x 10 6 
v = true anomaly (deg) 
P a(l - e2 ) 
n = mean motion of vehicle 
t= time 
B-6 
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C THIS PROGRAM DETERMINES THE RELATIVE POSITION OF AN ASTRONOMY MODULE
 
C WITH RESPECT TO A 
SPACE STATION BY UTILIZING THE COWELL INTEGRATION
 
C ROUTINE, THE PROGRAM IS CONSTRUCTED TO HANDLE PERTURBATIONS DUE TO
 

















































POD = n.0174S4P9 
C READ INITIAL ORBITAL ELEMENTS FOR STATION AND MODULE 
READ(5,20) AIPS,EIPS,FINCPSCAPWS,SMAWSPNUIS,AIPM,EIPM.FINCPM, 
1CAP1.IM , SMAWM.PNUI M 
PO FtPMAT(6f12.0)
 
C PRINT IDENTIFICATION OF OUTPUT ORBITAL PARAMETERS OF STATION AND
 










50 FORMAT(1H1, 40X% 36H*****DESCRIPTION OF DATA OUTPUT*****/
 
S 28HOSTATION TRUE ANOMALY (DEGS) /
 
$ 30H STATION SEMI-MAJOR AXIS (KMS), 7X, 20HSTATION ECCENTRICITY.
 
S 9X, 6SHSTATION INCLINATION (DEGS) STATION LONG OF ASCENDING NODE 
$ (DEGS) /1X, 62HSTATION ARGUMENT OF PERIGEE (DEGS) STATION MEAN A 





11 FORMATalHO. 26HMODULE TRUE ANOMALY (DEGS) /
 
" 29H MODULE SEMI-MAJOR AXIS (KMS), 8X, 19HMODULE ECCENTRICITYtIOX,
 
S 65H MODULE INCLINATION (DEGS) MODULE LONG OF ASCENDING NODE (DE
 








12 FORMAT(1HO, 91HDELTAX OF MODULE TO STATION (KMS) DELTAY OF MOD T
 
SO STAT (KM) DELTAZ OF MOD TO STAT (KM) /1X,23HDEVIATION OF TWO-











C READ INTEGRATION STEP SIZE(SEC),CUTOFF TIME(HR),INTEGRATION STEPS
 
































































































* A, TST A) 












































C COMPUTE RELATIVE POSITIONS DELTAXDELTAYDELTAZ.OF MODULE TO
 

































































































C COMPUTE PELATIVE POSITIONS DXTB.DYTBDZTB.OF MODULE TO STATION
 












































PLOTI (TPT) = DELTAX
 
PLOT2 (I"T) = DELTAY
 




C 	 NORMALIZE DEVXDEVYDEVZ BY IO**3---THEY ARE NOW IN METERS 






























2L OT?( IPT) =DNUI M 
PLfTP (IPT)=MFANPM
 
C PRINT ORBITAL ELEMENTS,TIME.AND RELATIVE MOTION COORDINATES
 




60 FORMAT(IHO, BHPNUIS = .E15,8 /
 
" IX, . SHEIPS ,E15.St 6x, 8HFINCOS=
8HAIPS *E15.8, 13X, 

" E15.89 5X, 8HCAPWS .ElS./lX, 8HSMAWS .E15,8. 13X, BHMEANPS=
 
= 
S E15.8 / 9H TTIME'= .El5.8, 13X. SHTTIMED ,E15.8) 
C 
WRITE(6,70) PNUIM, AIPM, EIPM, FINCPM, CAPWM, SMAWM, MEANPM
 
70 FORMAT(IH., 8HPNUIM = .E15,8/
 
" lx, SHAIPM = *E15.8. 13X4 8HEIPM = ,E15.8* 6X, 8HFINCPM=
 




WRITE(6,78I) DELTAX, DELTAY, DELTAZ 



















2000 FOPMAT(IHO/IHO, 18HENTERING PLOT AREA)
 
CALL OUIKV (-I, IH*. LLAB. YLAB1 , -IPT. PLOT. PLOTI )
 
CALL QUIK3V (-I* IH*, XLAB. YLAB2 , -IPT, PLOT. PLOT2 )
 
CALL QUIK3V (-1. lH*, XLAB. YLAB3 , -IPT, PLOT, PLOT3 )
 

















601 CALL QUIK3V(-I IH*. YLABI, YLAB2, - K , PLOTX, PLOTY) 
CALL OUIK3V(-I, 1H*, XLAB. YLAB,-IPT4 PLOT, PLOT5) 
CALL QUIK3V(-I, 1H*, XLAB. YLAB6.-IPT, PLOT, PLOT6) 
CALL OUIK3V(-I. IH*. XLAB. YLAB7r-IPT. PLOT. PLOT7) 
CALL OUIK3V (-I, 1H*, xLAB. yLAB8, -IPT, PLOT, PLOTS)
 
CALL QUIK3V (-i. I-*9 XLAB, YLAB9, -IPT, PLOT. PLOT9)
 
CALL QUIK3V (-It IH*. xLAB. YLAB1O,-IPT, PLOT. PLOTID)
 
CALL QUIK3V (-, 1H*, xLAB. YLABIL-IPT, PLOT, PLOTil)
 
CALL OUIK3V (-i, 1H* , XLAB, YLAB12.-IPT, PLOT, PLOT12)
 
CALL QUIK3V (-1. IH * 9 XLAB. YLAB13,-IPT, PLOT, PLOT13)
 
,
CALL OUIK3V (-1. 1H* XLAB, YLAB14.-IPT. PLOT, PLOT14)
 
CALL QUIK3V (-I, IH* XLAB, YLABIS.-IPT, PLOT, PLOT15)
 
CALL QUIK3V (-1, IH*. XLAB, YLAB16.-IPT, PLOT. PLOT16)
 
CALL OUIK3V (-I. 1H*, XLAB. YLAB17.-IPT, PLOT, PLOTI7)
 
CALL QUIK3V (-I. 1H*, XLAB. YLAB18.-IPT, PLOT,.PLOTI8)
 
CALL QUIK3V (-19 lH*, XLAB, YLABI9-IPT, PLOT, PLOT19)
 
CALL OUIK3V (-1, 1H*, XLAB, YLAB20.-IPT, PLOT, PLOT20)
 

























C THIS ROUTINE INTEGRATES THE PERTURBED EQUATIONS OF MOTION USING
 
C A FOUDTH ORDER PUNGE-KUTTA SCHEME 
I NA = 









C QUENT TIME PERIODS 
CALL MODSTAC2,TA,AXIS,ECCENANOM,CAPWSMAW,MEANFINC,RCDA) 
C STORE POSITION,VELOCITY,ACCELERATION AND ORBITAL ELEMENTS TO BE 
C PFTUPJ FD TO MAIN ROUTINE 
n=p 
AlP = AYIS 
5IP = FCCFN 
PNUI = ANOM 
CAP =CAPW 
SMAWP=MA 
FINCP = FINC 
MFANP = MEAN 






C COMPUTE FIRST HALF-STEP THE FIRST TIME 
C=H/?, 
lC = 3*tN 
D= C**? / Poo 
E = D * 4.0 
F =C / 3 f 
T=T+C 
L=I 





ACT+I)=A( 1+1 )+C*A( +2) 
2 L=L+ 
C COMPUTE FIRST HALF-STEP SECOND TIME 
CALL MODSTA(1,T,AAXIS.ECCENANOM,CAPW,SMAW,MEANFINCRCDA) 
L=I 



















































C THIS ROUTINE DETERMINES THE TOTAL ACCELERATION COMPONENTS AND
 









































or pOOR QLTY" 
71 N-f=fl. 
GO TO 66 
6 CONTINF 










C**** COMPUTE DRAG ACCELERATION COMPONENTS 


























































































IF-( FCCFN-o N1) 10,q 10 , 0
 


































































IF(A(7).LT..) GO TO 170
 













p0 IF(IrTI) GO TO 240
 
IR(A(7)) 200,210,209 
C**** APGtJMFNT OF PEPIGEF 
209 CONT TNEJF 
'MAIr=TRMO3 






































'flop TS TDANIFM,TPANFM 
SUBROUTINE TRANFM(AXISECCEN,INC,ASNODANOMARGPXSYS.ZSXDSYDS, 
m7DS) 
IMPLICrT REAL*8 (-HO-Z) 
DOUPLE PPFCICION INC 
C**** THIS ROUTINE TRANSFORMS OSCULATING ORBITAL ELEMENTS TO POSITION 



























IFCTFMP.fT.n.)GO TO 20 
TFMPIf=no 







































DATA YLAB /6H 9 6H , 6H TIME , 6HIN MIN, 6HUTES
 




DATA YLAB1 /6H 9 6H X . 6H IN KM. 6HS. , 6H 9 




DATA YLAB2 /6H 9 6H Y 9 6H IN KM, 6HS. * 6H 
$6H * 6H 9 6H % 6H 6H . 6H t 
"6H / 
DATA YLAA3 /6H * 6H 7 * 6H IN KM4 6MS. * 6H 9 
" 6H * 6H 9 6H o6H 4 6H .6H 4 
DATA YLAB4 /6H , 6H R 9 6H IN KM 6HS. I 6H 
$ 6H , 6H o 6H .6H .6H 6H 9 
DATA YLAS5 /6H 9 6HX MIN,6HUS TWO16HBODY X,6H 
$6H .6H ,6H v6H 6H .6H 6H/ 
DATA YLAS6 /6H , 6HY MI, 6HNUS * 6HY TWOB. 6HODY 






DATA YLAB7 /6H s 6HZ MIN16HUS TWO,6HBODY Z.6H 
6H .6H 91H ,6H .6H .6H .6H 
DATA yLAA8 /6H , 6HSTATIO. 6HN AXIS. 6H IN KM. 6HS. 
S6H ,SH .6H 6H .6H 6H 4 
DATA YLAB9 /6H 4 6HSTAT!O. 6HN ECCE. 6HNTPICI. 6HTY q 
I 6H *6H .6H ,6H 6H o 6H 
6H / 
DATA YLABIO/6H 4 6HSTATIO. 6HN INCL. 6HINATIO, 6HN IN Do 
S 6kFGC. o 6H 9 6H * 6k , 6H , 6H 
6H / 
DATA YLABII/6H , 6HSTATIO. 6HN NODE, 6H IN DE. 6HGS. 
$6H ,6H .6H 46H v6H .6H 
S 6H 
DATA YLABI2/6H 9 6HSTATIo. 6HN ARG .6H OF PE, 6HPIGEE 
S 6HIN DEa. 6HS. 6H q 6H 6H 6H 
S 6H / 
DATA YLAB13/6H , 6HSTATIO. 6HN TRUE, 6H ANOMA, 6HLY IN 9 
o 6HOEGS. 6H .6H 96H 6H 4 6H 
6H / 
DATA yLAB14/6H , 6HSTATIO, 6HN MEAN, 6H ANOMA, 6HLY IN , 
"6HDGS, 6H o6H. H o 6H66  
6H / 
DATA YLAB1S/6H 46HMODULE, 6H AXIS .6HIN KMS, 6H. 
T 6H s6H .6H .6H 6H .6H 
6H / 
DATA YLAB16/6H .6HMODULE, 6H ECCEN, 6HTRICIT,6HY 
q6H .6H v6H t6H 6H s 6H 
DATA YLAB17/6H '6HMODULE, 6H INCLI, 6HNATION,6H IN DE, 
s6HGS. * 6H 9 6H s6H 6H 46H 
DATA YLAB18/6H ,6HMODULE, 6H NODE *6HIN DEG. 6HS. 4 
S6 H 96k 6H s6H 6H6k 
56H 
DATA yLAB19/6H *6HMODULE, 6H ARG O.6HF PERI, 6HGEE IN, 
$6HOFGS. 6H . 6H 96H .6H ,6H 
T6H / 





6 HE S. 6H * 6H .6H .6H *6H 
*6H / 




















C THIS ROUTINE INTEGRATES THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION USING A FOURTH
 








C CALL CONIC TO COMPUTE ORBITAL ELEMENTS FOR INITIAL AND SUBSE-





C STORE POSITIONVELOCITY.ACCELERATION AND ORBITAL ELEMENTS TO BE
 



























































































C 	 COMPUTE FINAL CONDITIONS FOR THE TIME STEP 
CALL CONIC(1 ,APAXIS.ECCENANOMCAPW.SMAWMEANFINCT) 
L= 





























C 	 THIS ROUTINE DETERMINES THE TOTAL ACCELERATION COMPONENTS AND
 








































































































































IF(A(7).LT.0) GO TO 170
 

















2on 	IFCSFTI) GO TO 240 
TFCA(7)) 209,210.209 




GO TO 260 
21n IF(A(8)) 220,220.230 
P2 SMAWAFlO. 
































OR. IS SFTUPSETUP 
SUBROUTINF SETUP(AALT4TIMERHO) 
IMPLICIT PEAL*8 (A-HO-Z) 
DIMENSION A(14),uBAR(3),FTENB(200) 





































































DETERMINE GEOMAGNETIC INDEXAPFROM SOLAR FLUX NUMBER
 
260 IF(F1OR.GE,130.) GO TO 1280
 

















































































THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES DENSITY(GM/CM**3) FROM THE MSFC MODIFIED
 
JACCHIA MODEL ATMOSPHERE(1967) AS GIVEN IN -- SPACE ENVIRONMENT
 






S-0.29118614D+01,+0.0 0+00,4-0.0 D+O0,+0.O D+00.
 
S-0O.33835106D+01,+0.0 D+00,+0.0 D+O0,+O.O D+00,
 
S-0.40510482D+014+0O.0 D+OO,+O.O D+000+0.0 D+00,
 
S-0.47349910D+01.+OO D+00.4,O.0 0+00.+O.o D+00,
 
S-Oo53983993D+01.+0.O D+004+0.0 D+00,+O.O 0+00,
 
-0o.59884720D+01,+0.0 D+O04+0.0 D+00,+O.o D+O0,
 





S-0.70578195D+Olo+0.0 D+00,+O.o D+004+0*0 D+00*
 






S-0*93020013D+01.+O.O n+oo*+o.o D+00,+O.o D+00,
 














































































10 IF(HSUN.GE..O) GO TO 20
 
HSUN=HSUN+TP 
GO TO 10 
20 IF(HSUN.LE.TPI) GO TO 30 
HSUN=HUN-TPI 
GO TO PO 
30 HSLJN=HLJI-ALSUN 
31 IF(HqUN.GE.Oo)GO TO 32 
HSUN=HSUN+TP 
GO TO 31 




























































































IF(I*L.I) GO TO 70
 






















SAUF C') =5* (S- 0) * C +1 0) 





























































































































764P.4 .1 9.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
7642.655777 0.1 9550 0.0 0.0 0,0
 
RP -op 20= -01
 






13729 +03 1980 +04 13314 +03 198025 +04 12994 +03 19805 +04
 
12690 +03 198075 +04 12371 +03 1981 +04 12112 +03 198125 +04
 
#FIN
 
'FIN
 
- ~C-28 
